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**S'now It package by Dec. 15 and enjoy up to 30-percent savings, and two complimentary activities with your stay.**

**Photo Tour of Portugal with Pete Souza**

**INSULATED MULTIUSE TRAVEL GEAR**

- **Mock or hammock liner, sleeping bag, pillow, hammock, ground cover, underquilt, underquilt, and shade canopy. Made of nylon ripstop with hood. Use double zipper.**
- **Large bag (85 liter or 53 gallon) with antisiphon, storage and a carry pouch. Available in red, purple, and gray.**

**DETER SHARK ATTACKS**

- **S’now It package by Dec. 15 and enjoy up to 30-percent savings, and two complimentary activities with your stay.**

**THE CONCIERGE**

**KilnTrek at the Barnsley Resort in Georgia**

By Patricia Harris | Globe correspondent

A fount of family gossip, he can also be warmhearted. “We, mom, and I convinced them that Dad should have died, said sea living more than 150 years of history. The mansion’s roof was blown off in a tornado and the property passed out of family hands in the 1940s. The future looked grim until 1989 when Prince Huber- tus Pugger of Bavaria bought the property and set about bringing it back to life. By 1999 he had created a resort of cottages clustered in an English-style village. Thirty-six cottages range from one to seven bedrooms. Many feature wood-burning fireplaces and front porches with rocking chairs. This year, a 55-room inn opened to offer even more lodging options. During the day, I like to have the run of a private suite. I followed one of the hiking trails to the family cemetery where Godfrey Barnsley is buried and visited the gardens and house in the barnyard. Patti invited me back for a horseback riding while I stopped to play my hand at the sporting clays course.
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